ZPM-West and District Development Officer Dahod Inaugurated Women Sewing
Training Class at Abhlod village under Wadi Project and also visited the other Wadi
areas
ZPM (W) - GVT Jaipur Shri Subrata Sarkar and GVT Dahod Team Visited Abhlod Village Raiyan Falia
(Garbada Taluka) and discussed with women for their livelihood related issue like: - Health &
Hygiene, Malnutrition, Education, Water availability, and Selling of market produce etc. During the
meeting, ZPM instructed Wadi Team to take care of all the issues and try & converge these issues
with our current programmes so that they can be addressed accordingly thus benefitting our

beneficiaries.

After this Development Officer Dahod Shri Satish A Patel (IAS) participated in the progemme and
ZPM-West Inaugurated Women Sewing Training Class at Abhlod village under the Wadi Project.

Dahod District Development Officer Shri Satish A. Patel (IAS) interacted with the 25 women SHG
beneficiaries who were selected for the Sewing training programme under the NABARD wadi

project. These women are doing saving credit and dairy activities. They shared with DDO about their
training planning and after the training how they will work with the support of GVT.
After the discussion, ZPM (W) and DDO visited the Wadi field areas to see the progress and
feedback of the beneficiaries.
Under the programme, GVT has implemented NABARD supported Wadi programme in Abhlod
village. Altogether, 455 families have taken benefits of Wadi project. This wadi project has been
initiated since 2009 and this is the stage when flowering occurs.
ZPM and DDO interacted with the beneficiaries to know the status of their field, during which
villagers explained him about the unavailability of water and their requirement of well facilities near
the field so that they can access the well. They requested DDO to sort out the water problem and
provide drip irrigation facility, so that villagers can grow more kitchen gardens and enhance their
livelihood.

